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SYMBOLIC HISTORY 
Through Sight and Sound 

 
23.  1700:  The Comic Divide 

 
 
1) Double:  [A] Rigaud, 1701, Louis XIV and [B] Watteau, 1717, L'Indifferent; 

both Louvre, Paris 
1a) Double:  details of 1, [A] and [B] 
 
 The Divide of 1710, from the heroic and rational Baroque to the mock-heroic and 
wistful Rococo, is peculiarly the comic divide; since those opposites — assertive fulness 
and ironic play — suggest the blending poles of comedy itself:  exuberance and mockery.  
 
 Typical that grandeur and ridicule so meet in both styles that the change from 
Louis XIV to Regency (as from Cartesian command to Berkeleian subjectivity) seems 
merely a change of emphasis.  What else informs historical contrasts but subtle shifts of 
stress between wedded contraries?  
 
2) H. Rigaud, 1701, Louis XIV, Louvre, Paris; first, a video detail (Va2) 
2a) Testelin, 1648, Portrait of Louis XIV as a Boy, Versailles (video returns to 2, 

upper body detail 
2b) Same, detail of legs; + V return to the whole (see V2) 
 

Music: M.-R. Delalande, c. 1695, From lst Suite, Musiques Royales, 
Turnabout TV 34232  

 
 When Riguad's 1701 Sun King steps from his throne, as to the supper music of 
Delalande, the trailing vast fleur-de-lys robe raised on aging cork-heeled legs (already his 
vanity in Testalin's portrait fifty-three years before), that heroic proclamation — not 
throne, not crown, but self:  "L'etat c'est moi" — bears the burlesque of Vanbruch's 1696 
Lord Foppington:  
 

Mr Mend Legs, a word with you; the calves of my stockings are 
thicken'd a little too much.  They make my legs look like a chairman's... 
let the next be the
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thickness of a crawnpiece less — (Aside) If the town takes notice my 
legs are fallen away, 'twill be attributed to the violence of some new 
intrigue.  

(fade Delalande)  
 
 Yet the break at Louis XIV's death in 1715 — from pomp's overreach  
 
3) Watteau, 1717, L'Indifferent, Louvre, Paris; + V detail 
3a) Watteau, 1712, detail of Jupiter and Antiope, Louvre, Paris 
3b) Return to 3, L'Indifferent, upper detail  
 
to the precise wit of Watteau — is one of the sharpest in history:  in drama, the softening 
from Molière to the delicious sentiments of Marivaux, "A Game of Love and Chance"; in 
music from Lully and Delalande to Couperin's plaintive Concerts, the first in fact written 
to soothe the ailing king's last years.  
 

Music: Fr. Couperin le Grand, c. 1710(?), Echos, 2nd of Concerts Royaux, 
Vanguard Cardinal S-10029  

 
 Thus in England the fragile ironies of Pope's 1714 "Rape of the Lock":  
 

Belinda still her downy pillow press'd,  
Her guardian sylph prolong'd the balmy rest:  
'Twas he had summon'd to her silent bed  
The morning-dream that hover'd o'er her head?   
A youth more glittering than a birth-night beau,  
(That ev'n in slumber caused her cheek to glow)  
Seem'd to her ear his winning lips to lay,  
And thus in whispers said, or seem'd to say:  
"Fairest of mortals, thou distinguish'd care  
Of thousand bright inhabitants of air! …  

(fade Couperin)  
 
For 2nd 2) French Baroque, c. 1680, Louis XIV as Roman Emperor, MS Fr. 7892, 

Biblioteque Nationale, Paris 
V2nd 2a) Le Brun, 1663-75, Tapestry, Louis XIV at Dunkerque, detail, 

Versailles (CGB '59; cf slide 57) 
 

Music: Again, Delalande, from lst Suite, close 
 
— that Pope succeeds Dryden's 1685 "Threnodia Augustalis":  
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A Warlike Prince ascends the Regal State,  
A Prince, long exercis'd by Fate… 
False Heroes made by Flattery so,  
Heav'n can strike out, like Sparkles, at a blow;  
But e're a Prince is to Perfection brought,  
He costs Omnipotence a second thought.  

(end Delalande)  
What can so swell the heroic tympanum  
 
For 2nd 3) Watteau, c. 1717(?), The Gamut of Love, National Gallery, London 
 
but the birth of precious ridicule — mutation of bouyancy and disenchantment?  
 
4) N. de Largilliere, 1696, Ex Voto to St. Genevieve, with the Magistrates of 

Paris, Church of St. Etienne du Mont, Paris; first, video details (see V4 and 
cf. 24)  

 
 By the end of Louis' reign, a France ruined by extravagance and war was in the 
hands of such tax-farmers as the forthright Lesage shows us in Turcaret:  
 

I marvel at the course of human life!  We pluck a coquette; the coquette 
devours a man of affairs; the man of affairs pillages others: and all this 
makes the most diverting chain of knaveries imaginable — un ricochet 
de bourberies le plus plaisant du monde.  

 
 Largilliere's 1696 devout magistrates of Paris cloak the travesty of that ricochet.  
 
a5) Watteau, 1720, Shop of Gersaint, whole; Charlottenburg, Berlin  
Vb5) Same, detail:  portrait being packed away 
5) Same, detail, left side 
V5a) Same, detail, right side (to which video adds closer details of 5 and V5a) 
 
 No wonder, twenty-four years later, in Watteau's Shop of Gersaint, the wigged 
Virtu  of the old Louis, painted by Lebrun and acclaimed by Molière at the close of 
Tartuffe: 
 

We live under a prince wise in the ways of the world, 
Whose great soul sees the truth through every mask,  
Whose steadfast reason admits of no excess — 
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that pomp is stowed in straw in a packing case, from which the painter himself beckons a 
nostalgic beauty.  Thus at the close of the school of manners Molière's France began, 
Sheridan's improvident auctions the stern portraits of his family past.  As in Johnson's 
"Vanity of Human Wishes":  
 

From ev'ry room descends the painted face,  
That hung the bright palladium of the place...  
For now no more we trace in ev'ry line  
Heroic worth, benevolence divine;  
The form distorted, justifies the fall,  
And detestation rids th'indignant wall.  

 
 But what if, with the picture, normative reason should be deposed, ushering in the 
passionate successor?  
 
Va6) Hans von Aachen, c. 1596(?), Joking Couple, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 

Vienna 
b6) B. Strozzi, c. 1625(?), Vanity (old woman making up), Private Collection, 

Bologna 
Vc6) Velasquez, c. 1628(?), Los Borrachos (The Topers), or Triumph of Bacchus, 

detail, a peasant, Prado, Madrid 
6) Same, whole  
 
 High comedy is a type and mirror of purposive aim.  In every act of purpose — as 
when we reach for something — the central thrust is trained on its goal by a feedback 
correction of misses.  So in the comic antinomy, Dionysian release, breaking tame 
symmetry in a dance of the grotesque, takes the blaze of corrective mockery, by which its 
overflow is guided home — from Aristophanes to Twain and Chaplin, ironic mantle of 
generative force.  
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 In the Gargantuan Renaissance, the poles seem to fuse in Windmill assault or 
Falstaffian celebration; in the social comedy of Method, from Molière to Austen, reason 
separates a truth-core, etched round with the acid of vanity and hypocrisy scorned.  Velas-
quez' 1628 praise of Bacchus and castigation of drunk peasants straddles the line, at once 
Quixotic and normative.  
 
a7) Van Dyck, 1622-27, Marchesa Balbi, National Gallery, Washington 
Vb7) Velasquez, 1635, Filippo IV of Spain on horseback (variant of the Prado 

painting), Pitti, Firenze 
7) Bernini, 1650-1, Bust of Duke Francis I d'Este, Mus. Estense, Modena  
V7a) Jean-Louis Lemoyne, 1703-04, Bust of Jules H. Mansart, Louvre, Paris 
7b) John Nost, c. 1698, Digby Memorial, S. Transept, Sherborne Abbey, Dorset 

(CGB '84) 
7c) Again Bernini, Bust of Duke Francis I d'Este, closer view 
 

Music: Fr. Turini, 1624, Sonata in A, 2 vls & continuo, Telef. AWT 9461-C  
 
 But when Bernini's 1650 Duke of Este had proclaimed over Europe the code and 
canon of reasoned grandeur, what were all those courtly aspirants with their art- and 
stage-reflections to do but assume the stance of that saltimbanque nobility (Dryden's 
Alexander:  "None but the Brave deserves the Fair"):  in France the Bourgeois 
Gentilhomme M. Jourdain preposterously apes; in England, the Dorimants and Bellairs, 
Harcourts, Mellefonts, Mirabells, who pace the Restoratian stage?  Though of course the 
manly center will be rimmed            
(Grave to allegro)  
 
8) Bernini, 1665, Caricature of a French Cavalier, Gab. Naz. Stampe, Rome; 

first, video detail  
 
with the misses and exaggerations of Sir Fopling Flutter, Sir Novelty Fashion, Sparkish, 
Lord Froth, Tattle, Witwoud, Petulant.  Is it not thematic that the man who schemed the 
ultimate inflation, Bernini, also, and at the same time, invented its caricature — the very 
idol, in this French Cavalier, pricked and deflated by comic scorn?  

(fade Turini)  
 
9) Egyptian, Dyn XIX, c. 1250 B.C., One of four colossal statues of Ramses II, 

on the Great Temple, Abu Simbel  
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 Perhaps the heroic has always occasioned playful divisions on its ground.  From 
Soser and Khafre to Tut and this Ramses II, the enthroned Pharoah was the image of 
power, as epic for Egypt as Homer's warriors for the Greeks.  But when in tomb-paintings 
of the same XIXth Dynasty, the same judgment seat  
 
10) Egyptian, Dyn. XIX, c. 1300 BC, Cat serves a throned mouse, Brooklyn 

Museum  
 
secures for a royal mouse the service of a cat, we recall those Iliad parodies once ascribed 
to Homer — the Battle of Frogs and Mice, in which Aristotle found the comic source, 
how mice, armed with beanpod greaves and peanut helmets, attack the frogs armed with 
rushes and snail-shells, until the Myrmidon crabs intervene.  
 
Va11) Breughel, c. 1557, St. Anthony Landscape, National Gallery, Washington, 

D.C. (CGB '60) 
b11) Vincenzo de' Rossi, c. 1560(?), Hercules and Antæus, Palazzo Vecchio, 

Firenze 
11) Domenichino, c. 1620(?), Apollo and Cyclops, with the Aldobrandini dwarf, 

National Gallery, London  
 
Now, as the epic mode revives, the take-offs also stake a claim:  Cervantes —  
 

Scarce had..Aurora... display'd her rosy graces to mortal eyes from the 
gates and balconies of the Manchegan Horizon, when the renowned 
Knight Don Quixote... forsook the voluptuous down;  

 
or under baroque hardening, Tassoni's 1622 Rape of a Bucket: a Bolognese assault on 
Modena,  
 

In which they make horrible war for a bucket  
And go back home in triumph and racket —  (CGB) 
 
Fanno per una Secchia orribil guerra,  
E Tornan trionfanti a lor terra —  

 
model in Dryden's England for Hudibras, and then, as the title reveals, for Pope's "Rape 
of the Lock."  Compare Pope's mock-heroics with this fresco Domenichino painted for 
the Aldobrandini:  the negligence and punishment of their dwarf against a simulated 
tapestry of Apollo and the Cyclops:  
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Not louder shrieks to pitying Heaven are cast,  
When husbands or when lap-dogs breathe their last;  
Or when rich China vessels, fall'n from high,  
In glitt'ring dust and painted fragments lie!  

 
12) Longhena, 1631-56, Santa Maria della Salute, Venice (CGB '59); first, video 

details  
 

Music: Benevoli, 1628, 53-v. Festival Mass, Et Resurrexit,  Epic LC 3035, 
near opening  

 
 If earthly exultance is a ground of laughter, even the religious Baroque must surge 
that way, as in the formal leaps of Benevoli's Et Resurrexit,  or the dome and volutes of 
La Salute, everywhere on the point of overplaying such magnificent powers — pious 
exhuberance denying mockery.           (fade 

Benevoli)  
 
13) Bernini, 1657-66, St. Athanasius, head, High Altar, St. Peter's, Rome  
V13a) Guarini, 1667, 36-arch Dome, East end, Duomo, Turin (CGB '84) 
13b) Same, more central detail (CGB '84) 
 
 Carissimi's "Deum de Deo" from the Mass for Five and Nine takes up the dance of 
Bernini's High Altar or Guarini's Turin Domes —  
 

Music: Carissimi, c. 1660(?), Deum de Deo, Missa a quinque et a novem, 
MHS-lllO         (fade)  

 
14) Pozzo, 1688-94, side of nave ceiling, St. Ignazio, Rome (CGB '48)  
 
which carries to the end of the century in Pozzo's Ignazio ceiling, or in the Christmas 
Concerto of Corelli:  

Music: Corelli, by 1699, lst Allegro close, Christmas Concerto, ARC-3147  
 
15) Pozzo, 1688-94, Center, nave ceiling, St. Ignazio, Rome (CGB '48)  
V15a) Pozzo, 1685, left transept, Nave ceiling, St. Ignazio, Rome (CGB '48) 

(end Corelli)  
16) Churriguerra, 1693-96, High Altar, Esteban Church, Salamanca, Spain 

(video divides to below and above) 
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It fills the Spain of the organist Cabanilles with Churriguera's altars;  
 

Music: Cabanilles, c. 1700, from Tiento XVII, de Pangue Lingua, MHS 
3069 (B,1)  

 
Va17) Mexican, 16th-17th cent., Dome at sunset, Santo Domingo, San Cristobal, 

Chiapas (CGB '78) 
17) Mexican, 1659-90, Ceiling, Rosary Chapel, Santo Domingo. Pueblo 

(CGB '74)             (end Cabanilles)  
 
and crowns Indian Mexico with the gold of earth-conquest.   
 
Va18) Prandtauer, 1702 ff, Monastery of Melk, Danube near Vienna (CGB '59; 

video takes a detail here from Bach 74, over the town) 
18) Same, West front from below (CGB '59); + V detail 
 
 From Rome and Venice the power of High Baroque strikes north over the 
Danube, rearing, as to the festal pomp of Biber's St. Polycarp Sonata, the imperial 
monastery of Melk.  
 

Music: H.I.F. Biber, c. 1690(?), St. Polycarp Sonata, near close, SAWT 
9537-A Ex  

 
Va19) Same, 1702-26, interior of Melk, detail of Cloister Library (CGB '59) 
b19) Same, a corner of the Library (CGB '59) 
Vc19) Same, Cloister Hall, detail (CGB '59) 
19) Same, Chapel, Choir & High Altar, detail (CGB '59)  

(end Biber) 
 

 Though German music, at this Melk turn of the century, peaks 400 miles to the 
north, in the fugal toccatas of Buxtehude.  
 

Music: Buxtehude, c. 1690(?), Toccata in F Major, close, (Hansen) 
Nonesuch H 71188  

 
Va20) E.Q. Asam, 1717-25(?), Assumption of Mary, Choir and Altar (from the 

Nave), Rohr, Bavaria (CGB '59; video first shows a detail of Mary and the 
Angels from Bach 49); digital varies this order  

20) Same, Assumption of Mary, Altar from side (video:  detail only) 
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Music: J.S. Bach, 1723, Magnificat, Instrumental opening, Bach Guild 555  
 
— A sacred exuberance flooding over the century, through the lifetime of Bach:  here 
Asam's boisterous ascent of Mary from tomb to angel-light:  Magnificat.   
     (fade Bach)  
 
 What should the courts be where religion has become the bouyant opera of 
material praise?  
 
VA of 21) Sir Peter Lely, c. 1660(?), Self-Portrait, Collection of Mrs. H.N. Lely 
21) Sir Peter Lely, Double:  [A]  c. 1660(?), Self-Portrait, Collection of Mrs. 

H.N. Lely; and [B]  c. 1650(?), Portrait of a Woman, British Museum, 
London; + video detail of [B], from VB of 21 

21a) S. Cooper, 1643, Viscountess Fauconberg (Cromwell's Daughter), 
Collection of E.M. Hodgkins 

21b) W. Dobson, c. 1645, The Artist with Sir Charles Cotterell and Sir 
Balthazar Gerbler, Albury Park, Guilford 

21c) Cooper, c. 1650(?), William Lenthall, National Portrait Gallery, London 
21d) Le Brun, c. 1665(?) Portrait of Henri de la Tour d'Auvergne, Viscomte de 

Turenne, sketch for a tapestry, Versailles; where video has used: Sir 
Charles Lely, c. 1658, Robert, 2nd Earl of Sunderland, Knole, near 
London (see V21d) 

 
In Dutch Lely, fad of the English court after Van Dyck, Bernini's Duke of Este sires 
manly virtue thinning into mannered dress.  Etheridge (1676):  
 

next to the coming to a good understanding with a new Mistress, I love 
a quarrel with an old one.  

 
Wycherley's Horner (1671) who has himself declared impotent (as from something caught 
in France) that his cuckolds may not suspect him.  Lady Fidget:  
 

...could you be so generous, so truly a man of honour, as for the sakes 
of us women of honour, to cause yourself to be reported no man?  No 
man! and to suffer yourself the greatest shame that could fall upon a 
man, that none might fall upon us women by your conversation? but, 
indeed, sir, as perfectly, perfectly the same man as before your going 
into France, sir? as perfectly, perfectly, sir?  
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Though the loving Country Wife almost explodes everything.  Her jealous husband is 
being assured of Horner's impotence:  
 

Why, thou jealous fool, dost thou doubt it? he's an arrant French 
capon.  

 
Country Wife: 

Tis false, sir, you shall not disparage poor Mr. Horner, for to my 
certain knowledge…  
 

Others: 
— O, hold! — Stop her mouth! — Upon my honor, sir...  

 
The lie prevails:  
 

Cuckolds, like lovers, should themselves deceive.   
 
 In that field, Molière's good is moderation:  
 

The rigid virtue of the ancient sages  
Is out of key with present usages…  (Bishop) 

 
Like the "nature" Boileau says art should follow, it is style, groomed by wit.  
 
22) N. de Largilliere, 1703, The Artist with his Wife and Daughter, Louvre 

(CGB '80); + V details 
22a) Strozzi, c. 1625, Vanity, Private Collection, Bologna (detail of b6)  
 And yet it overweens.  Molière (with Largilliere):  
 

Men never will keep to the golden mean;  
They will spoil and pervert a noble aim,  
By exaggeration, carrying things too far.   

(CGB, after Bishop) 
 
The cosmetic arts of Pope's beautiful Belinda are those Congreve marvelously misapplies 
to the earthquaked old face of Lady Wishfort, that "antidote to desire," so "prone to the 
iteration of nuptials" — as Erasmus' Folly had said:  "they pluck out hairs from the 
strangest places; they display their withered and foul breasts":  
 

Lady Wishfort:   
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He has put me out of all patience.  I shall never recompose my features 
to receive Sir Rowland with any economy of face.  This wretch has 
fretted me that I am absolutely decayed.  Look, Foible.  

 
Foible:   

Your ladyship has frowned a little too rashly indeed, madam.  There 
are some cracks discernible in the white varnish.   

 
Lady Wishfort:   

Let me see the glass. — Cracks, sayest thou? — why, I am errantly 
flayed — I look like an old peeled wall.  Thou must repair me, Foible, 
before Sir Rowland comes, or I shall never keep up to my picture.  

 
 What Lady Wishfort is to the Belle,  
 
23) Claudio Coello, c. 1690(?), Portrait of Charles II of Spain, Prado, Madrid  
V23a) Daniel Mytens, 1629, 1st Duke of Hamilton, National Gallery of Scotland, 

Edinburgh 
23b) Cooper, 1665, Portrait of Anthony Ashley, 2nd Earl of Shaftesbury, 

Victoria and Albert Museum, London 
V23c) Ghislandi, c. 1700(?), Portrait of a Gentleman in a Tri-Cornered Hat, Poldi 

Pezzoli Mus., Milan 
23d) Coello, c. 1690(?), Charles II of Spain (detail of 23) 
 
the fop is to the Beau.  We approach the type wherever Baroque might decks a puny 
center — as with poor sickly Charles II of Spain.  On the English stage, it is as if 
Shakespeare's "waterfly" Osric (" 'A did comply with his dug before 'a sucked it") had 
absorbed, with the exiled Court of St. James, the preciosities of Molière's France, to 
become Etheridge's Sir Fopling Flutter — "He went to Paris a plain bashful English 
Blockhead, and is return'd a fine undertaking French Fopp."  
 

— He thinks himself the Pattern of modern Gallantry.  
— He is indeed the pattern of modern Foppery.  He was Yesterday at 

the Play, with a pair of Gloves up to his Elbows, and a Periwig 
more exactly Curl'd than a Ladies head newly dress'd for a Ball.   

— What a pretty lisp he has!  
— Ho, that he affects in imitation of the people of Quality of France.  
— ...his looks are more languishing than a Ladys when she... leans her 

head carelessly against the side of a Box i'the Playhouse.  
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a24) N. de Largilliere, 1696, lower detail of Magistrates, St. Genevieve Ex-voto, 
St. Etienne-du-Mont, Paris (video:  right half only)  

24) Same, right detail (video:  closer details only) 
V24a) H. Rigaud, 1728, Count Phil. L.W. Sinzendorf, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 

Vienna 
 
 By the end of the century, Largilliere's Magistrates vie with Vanbrugh's Lord 
Foppington:  
 

Gad's curse!  Mr. Foretop, you don't intend to put this upon me for a 
full perriwig?  
 

Foretop:   
...Why, as God shall judge me, your Honor's side-face is reduc'd to the 
tip of your nose.   
 

Lord Foppington: 
My side-face may be in eclipse for aught I know; but I'm sure my full-
face is like the full-moon.   

Foretop: 
Heaven bless my eye-sight... an't please your honor... the broadest 
place I see in your face does not seem to me to be two inches diameter.   
 

Lord Foppington: 
If it did, it would just be two inches too broad; for a perriwig to a man 
should be like a mask to a woman, nothing should be seen but his eyes 
— 
 

Foretop:  
My Lord, I have done; if you please to have more hair in your wig, I'll 
put it in.   
 

Lord Foppington: 
Passitively, yes.  
 

Foretop: 
Shall I take it back now, my lord?   
 

Lord Foppington: 
No; I'll wear it today, tho it shew such a manstrous pair of cheeks, stap 
my vitals, I shall be taken for a trumpeter.  

 
 In Molière, vigor is less lost under the mannered wig.   
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a25) Jan Steen, c. 1650(?), The Village School, National Gallery of Ireland, Dublin 
25) Jan Steen, c. 1660, "No medicine for love", Alte Pinak., Munich   
25a) Le Nain Brothers, c. 1645(?),  from Peasant Family, peasant, Louvre, Paris 
25b) Again, Steen, "No Medicine for Love," detail (video takes other details from 

25, the whole) 
25c) J. Steen, 1660s(?). Sick Lady, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam 
 
 He is closer to the mid-century realism of the North, the clean fugues of Pezel.  
 

Music: Pezel, pub. 1685, Intrade for Brasses, Anthologie Sonore 2  
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That comic play, as in Jan Steen's "No medicine for love," rides a grandeur of ordered 
space.  Such Molière's absolute clarity of character and action, against which Restoration 
drama blurs its complexities of plot and person.  Yet Molière transcends the realism of 
the Small Masters.  As La Fontaine wrote: "Under this stone, where Molière lies alone, 
Plautus and Terence lie, three dead in one."  
 
 So in Le Medecin Malgré Lui, Sganarelle, woodcutter, taken for a physician by 
the trickery of his wife, fumbles a girl who plays dumb for love:  "Here is a pulse which 
denotes that your daughter is dumb"; and when father, lover, and all pay him, he finds 
doctoring a good trade:  
 

Maybe I'll stick to medicine the rest of my life...  For whatever you do, 
good or bad, you get paid the same... If a cobbler spoils leather, he has 
to pay; but here you can spoil a man and it costs you nothing...  It's 
always the fault of the one who dies.  You don't hear the dead man 
complain of the doctor who killed him.  

 
 In The Hypochondriac there is Purgon's curse at the refusal of his clyster:  
 

— That in four days' time you enter on an incurable state… that you 
fall into a dyspepsia.  

— Ah, M. Purgon!  
— From a dyspesia into a dissentery; from a dissentery into a dropsy.  
— Mercy, M. Purgon!  
— From a dropsy into the privation of life, where your folly will bring 

you...  
 
Or the closing chorus of mock-doctors in Pidgin Latin:  
 

Vivat, vivat, forever vivat,  
Novus doctor… et manget et bibat,  
Et bleedet et killat.  

(1739 translation) 
(end Pezel)  

 
a26) Cornelis Troost, c. 1737-41, Cuckold Scene, detail, Print Collection, Berlin-

Dahlem Museum, Berlin 
b26) J. Steen, c. 1665, Girl Eating Oysters, Mauritshuis, The Hague 
26)  Again, Troost, Cuckold Scene, whole; first, video close detail 
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 By the 18th century, French Classical has permeated Dutch realism with its comic 
themes.  The mocking maid through the half-door, her fingers raised to her forehead like 
horns, tells after what discovery the magisterial husband hides his face, leaving his wife 
in tears.  It is cuckoldry, on which Molière, with a girl-actress for sportive bride, tellingly 
dwells — Arnolphe in The School for Wives:  
 

I know all the tricks, all the devices  
That ladies use to victimize their husbands...  
And so I've taken adequate precautions.  
The girl I'll marry is an innocent,  
And her simplicity is my protection. . .  (Bishop) 

 
While Chrysalde counsels proportion:  
 

Why should the actions of a wife determine whether a man is worthy, 
or not, of honor? … Does breach of trust make her, make him, a 
monster?  A gentleman treats cuckoldry with reason.  

 
Though Troost's print is as mild as 18th-century Addison;  
 
27) Charles LeBrun, 1661, Chancellor Sequier, Louvre, Paris (CGB '80)  
27a) Same, upper center detail (while video takes five details from 27, whole) 
 
whereas Molière's blend of classical balance and rolicking farce is of the high baroque, 
never rococo, never Watteau-light.  LeBrun's equestrian Chancellor hints at such a comic 
seriousness, where the formal is real, poetry has wit, state and grandeur wear a mocking, 
urbane smile.  
 
 Such aims attend the heroic normalization of verse which advances in France 
from Malherbe (English Waller's model) to the swelling periods of Boileau, where "a just 
cadence has reduced the muse to obligatory rules" — "Une juste cadence" "réduisit la 
muse aux règles du dèvoir."  The proof of the achievement is that it could contain 
Molière's verse plays, Racine's tragedies, and even in Boileau, not simply the reason of 
his Art poetique, but the Pascalian shadow of Les Folies Humaines:  
 

Often of all our evils reason is the worst —  
 
Souvent de tous nos maux la raison est le pire.  
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 And where was reason going in the guise of this chancellor with his mocking 
smile?  The year of the picture is 1661.  
 
Va28) Le Vau, Le Brun, Le Notre, 1656-60, Chateau Vaux le Vicomte, side view, 

SE of Paris (CGB '80) 
Vb28) Same, interior, Round Hall under Dome (CGB '80) 
28) Same, exterior, front view from distance (CGB '80); + V detail 
 
That August, Nicolas Fouquet, libertine Superintendent of Finance, invited Louis XIV 
and the court to a fête at his Chateau Vaux le Vicomte, just completed by the team of Le 
Vau, LeBrun, and Le Notre, later to create Versailles.  Lully's violins played; there was a 
farce by Molière, followed by a tremendous firework (Artefice de Feu).  La Fontaine 
wrote:  
 

Tout combattit a Vaux pour le plaisir du Roi,  
La musique, les eaux, les lustres, les étoiles — 
 
All contended at Vaux for the king's applause:   
The music, the waters, the lights, the stars.  (CGB) 

 
But "heaven was jealous of it" — "Le ciel en fut jaloux."  Nineteen days later the subject 
who had out-pomped a king was imprisoned — as it turned out, for life.  
 
For 2nd 27) Again, Chateau Vaux le Vicomte, interior, corner of Mirror Room 

(CGB '80) 
 
 Chancellor Sequier could have agreed with Molière's Philinte:  
 

Perfect reason flees every extremity;  
Warns wisdom itself:  be wise with sobriety.  (CGB) 

 
The convergence of mannered Séquier, baroque Lully, cork-heeled Louis, La Fontaine of 
sage Fables and Molière of truth-telling farce,  
 
2nd 28) Again, Vaux le Vicomte Chateau, nearer front view (CGB '80)  
 
in the showiest palace of pre-Versailles France, has import.  Ages of formal pomp incline 
to the comedy of manners.  
 
29) Indian (Islam), 1632-52, Taj Mahal, Agra, India; + V detail  
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 And in one of those resonances the world gives hints of, our Renaissance and 
Baroque coincide, over Asia, with a noble opulence (soon to be imitated in the rococo), a 
Taj-Mahal grandeur,  
 
30) Indian (Nepalese), 16th cent., Dancing divinities, Private Collection, Rome  
 
charged, in illumination and sculpture, with meticulous abandonment, refined out of the 
sacred energies of centuries before.  It is the more and more courtly dance of divinity.  
 
31) Japanese, 16th cent., mask of the "Ugly Woman" ("Oto"), Nat. Mus., Tokyo; 

+ V detail  
 
 Nowhere has civilization achieved higher life-style than in late Muromachi Japan.  
A mask designed for "Ugly Woman" roles seems to reach across land and ocean to the 
praised improvisations of the Commedia del Arte.  But what speaks in it like a comic 
oracle is the blend of the vital and grotesque, the corrective energy of the art-laugh.  
 
32) Upper Paleolithic, c. 23,000 B.C., Venus of Willendorf, Natural History, 

Madrid; + V detail  
 
 We know nothing of the use or intent of Cro-Magnon fertility fetishes; yet here, in 
the earliest carvings we possess, generation revels in an all-time archetype.  In burlesque 
New Orleans, it is "the biggest baby-doll of them all" who keeps her dancing mass contin-
ually in the air, a captive balloon in defiance of gravity.  In Molière, it is the Mock 
Doctor's enthusiasm for the ample wet nurse:  "Ah nurse of my heart... there is one, not 
far from here, who would be happy just to kiss" (as Bishop will translate "les petits bouts 
de vos petons") "to kiss the sweet utensils of your trade."  
 
Va33) Hellenistic, 3rd-1st cent. B.C., Double Comic Mask, Mus. Barracco, Rome  
33) Hellenistic, 3rd-lst cent. B.C., terra cotta of comic actors in masks (Life, 

Feb. 8, 1963)  
V33a) Classical Greek, Peloponnesian from Palestrina, 2nd half of 4th cent. B.C., 

Aphrodite on a Goat (cover of a box mirror, detail), Louvre, Paris  
33b) Greek (Macedon, tomb at Derveni), c. 330 B.C., Krater, Dionysus, etc., 

Mus., Thessalonikê  
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 Like any polarity, the vital-and-ugly admits of infinite field solutions:  How keen 
the satyr discovery of the Greeks — Aristotle's Ridiculous: "a mistake or deformity not 
productive of pain... the mask, for instance, that excites laughter."  Though the rapture-
closes of Aristophanes should have brought even the Stagirite nearer to mockery's ecstatic 
core.  
 

The Birds: 
…to the nuptial couch!… Take hold of me by my wings and let us 
dance... Oh joy!  Io paean!  Tralala!  victory is thine, oh thou greatest 
of gods!  

 
Lysistrata:   

Appear dancers, and the Graces with you... Apollo... Dionysus... 
Aphrodite.  Io Paean! dance, leap, as in honor of a victory won... and 
Artemis… a fillet binding thy tresses... strike thy divine hands to 
animate the dance; aid us to praise the valiant goddess of battles, 
Athene of the Brazen House!  

 
Va34) Attic cup by Makron, c. 470(?) B.C., Satyr and Maenad, Mus., Munich  
b34) Greek, 6th cent. B.C., Phallic Monument, Sacred precinct, Delos  
34) Græco-Roman, 1st cent. A.D., Phallic Fountain, House of Vetii, Pompeii  
 
— The Lysistrata standing as near as any play to comic center:  the deed of kind, with its 
life-giving clown.  When the oath of the Athenian and Spartan women, "to refrain from 
the male part altogether," has brought their warring men, like stalking herms, to treat for 
peace and coition:  
 

Could any man's back and loins stand such a strain?  
— Ye gods in heaven, the pangs I suffer! — 

 
it is the phallus that leads to god-celebration.  
 
 Even in the Neronian lust of the Satyricon, the Priapus of this Pompeian fountain 
holds some sacred claim:  
 

a land so infested with divinity, one might meet with a god more easily 
than with a man.  

 
35) French Romesque-Gothic, 1145-50, Shepherds, right of West Portal, Chartres; 

+ V detail  
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35a) Rohan Hours, 1425(?), Shepherds’ Dance, f85 v, Bibl. Nat., Paris  
 
 Like everything of the pagan earth, comedy went down in Christian faith.  When it 
revives in the church close it is under the transformation of innocence — these sely 
shepherds of Chartres, naive as Chrestien's description of a bridge, which is the sharp 
blade of a sword:  
 

There was never such a bad bridge, nor one whose flooring was so 
bad… It is badly made and badly built, and the construction of it is 
bad.  

 
From this 1140 carving to the mystery plays of the 15th century (the shepherd to the 
Christ child:  "Have here a ball/ And go to the tennis"), we sense how the Germanic word 
"selig," blessed, innocent, would change to the English "silly," stretching the salvation 
comedy of innocence,  
 

Music: Lochaimer Liederbuch, 1452-60, "Es fur ein pawr gen holcz," 
opening, Arc-3222  

 
Va36) German late Gothic, 1352-61 (attributed to Heinrich Parler), Portal of 

Frauenkirche, Nuremberg, Bavaria  
Vb36) English (E. Anglian), early 14th cent., Psalter of the St. Omer family, detail 

of Beatus page, Add. MSS 39810, British Museum, London; + V detail  
Vc36) Grandes Heures of the Duc de Berry, 1406-09, pl. 64, detail, "Mock Priest"; 

Biblioteque Nationale, Paris 
d36) German, 1480 (Erasmus Grasser), A Moorish Dancer (standing), City Hist. 

Mus., Munich  
e36) Bellini, 1515, Lady at her Toilet, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 

(CGB '59) 
1st 36) E. Grasser, c. 1480, Another Morisco Dancer (crouching), Stadtmuseum, 

Munich  
 
with the profane juggling and farce that boil up from folk Gothic, Corpus Christi 
interludes, between-sports, Grasser's 15th-century Morisco Dancers, this Lochaimer germ 
of Don Giovanni's demonic patter-song; (fade music) or the English ballad of the proud 
lady and the juggler:  
 

Here beside dwelleth  
A riche barons doughter;  
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She wold have no man  
That for love had sought her,  
 So nise she was.  
 
She wold have no man  
That was made of molde,  
But if he had a mouth of gold  
To kisse her whan she wold.  
 So dangerus she was.  
 
There of hard a joly juggeler  
That laid was on the grene,  
And at this ladys wordès  
Iwis he had gret tene,  
 An angred he was.  
 
He juggeled to him a well good stede  
Of an old horse bone,  
A sadill and a bridill both,  
And set himself thereon.  
 A juggeler he was.  

 
1st 37) French Gothic, 1260-70, Smiling Angel, head, Rheims  
V2nd d36) Detail of d36, above:  Standing Moorish Dancer 
V2nd e36) Detail of e36, above:  Bellini, Lady at Her Toilet 
2nd 36) Detail of 36, above:  Crouching Moorish Dancer 
For 2nd 37) [B] of double 38, below:  Franco-German, c. 1280, Prince of this 

World, head, Cathedral Museum, Strassburg 
 

He priked and praunsed both  
Beffore that lady's gate;  
She wend he had ben an angell  
Was come for her sake.  
 A prikker he was.  
 
He priked and praunsed  
Beffore that lady's bowr;  
She wend he had ben an angel  
Come from heven towre.  
 A praunser he was… 
 
The day began to passe,  
The night began to come,  
To bed was brought  
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The fair jentell woman,  
 And the juggeler also. 
 
The night began to passe,  
The day began to springe,  
All the birdès of her bowr  
They began to singe,  
 And the cokoo also.  
 
'Where be ye, my mery maidens,  
That ye come not me to?  
The joly windows of my bowr  
Look that you undo,  
 That I may see!  
 
For I have in mine armès  
A duke or elles an erle.'  
But whan she lookèd him upon,  
He was a blere-eyed chorle.  
 'Alas!' she said.  
 
She lade him to an hill,  
and hangèd shuld he be.  
He juggeled himself to a mele pok;  
The dust fell in her eye;  
 Begilèd she was.  
 
God and our Lady  
And swetè Seint Johan  
Send every giglot of this town  
Such another leman  
 Even as he was.  

 
38) Double of 1st and 2nd 37, above:  [A] French-Gothic, 1260-70, Smiling 

Angel, Rheims; and [B] Franco-German, c. 1280, Prince of this World, 
Strassburg; + V detail of each 

V38a) Basler Münster, c. 1290, The Deceiver and a Foolish Virgin, from a cast, 
Basel Museum 

38b) Mantegna, c. 1468, Triumph of Silenus, detail, British Museum, London 
39) Salvator Rosa, c. 1650, Head of a Faun, Albertina, Vienna; + V detail 
40) Goya(?), c. 1824, Self in a Tall Hat, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna; 

first, a video detail  
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Music: French, c. 1250-60, Alle Psallite cum Luya, vocal, Seraphim SIC-
6052  

 
 In two smiles we read the radical Christian heightening of the poles of comic 
possibility (wide as from Shakespeare's Tempest to Jonson's Volpone; yet fused in one 
troped Alleluya) — the Rheims angel smile of Grace; and the Strassburg smile of the 
Tempter, the Prince of this World. (end Alle)  That equivocal vitality reaches forward 
from the Gothic root; through Renaissance,  
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Music: Mozart, 1787, Finch' han del vino, Don Giovanni, Angel 3605 D/L  
 
through the satyr espousal of Rosa's baroque, toward Storm and Stress, the rape aria of 
Don Giovanni, as revolutionary a seizure on the comedy of manners as Goethe's Faust; as 
this smile the old Goya painted or inspired, resurrected from the beast-base of the snarl.  
Such the humor of Kant's Critiques, where reason sharpens its weapons to depose itself 
and crown the intuitive successor.       (end Mozart)  
 
a41) J. Fouquet, 1453-55, Job on his Dung Heap, Hours of Etienne Chevalier, 

Musée Condé, Chantilly  
41) Florentine, c. 1525(?), Bust of Machiavelli, Palazzo Vecchio, Florence  
V41a) Giulio Romano, 1540(?), The Lovers, Hermitage, Leningrad  
41b) Valerio Cioli, 1558-70(?), Morgante, Duke Cosimo's Dwarf, astride a turtle, 

Giardino di Boboli (video then returns to 41, Bust of Machiavelli)  
 
 By the 15th century, medieval farce had begun the amplification which would lead 
to Molière: — Pathelin, shyster, out-cheated by the baaing shepherd with his "bump of 
villainy".  But it is first with Machiavelli, who even in his bust smiles like a roguish 
Leonardo, that fabliaux realism is invested in the spatial harmonies of Renaissance, 
without loss of natural immediacy.  In the Mandragola, the beautiful Lucrezia is to be 
seduced.  Parasite Ligurio suggests a spa to the learned dolt her husband:  
 

— Did you see the sea at Leghorn?  
— What do you think?  Of course I saw it.   
— How much bigger is it than Arno?  
— Than Arno?  Why it's four times — no, more — six bigger — 

seven bigger — I tell you, you don't see anything but water, water, 
water.  (CGB) 

 
—  …e non si vede se non acqua, acqua, acqua.  

 
42) After Q. Massys, 1510-20, Ugly Queen of Tunis, National Gallery, London 
42a) School of G. Romano, 1530-32, Jove and Olympia, Palazzo Te, Sala di Psiche, 

Mantua (video returns to a detail of 42, the Ugly Queen of Tunis)  
 
 We have seen that surge engender on gargoyle farce a progeny of giants strange as 
Massys' Queen of Tunis — Rabelais, with codpiece distending the monk's habit — as 
when Panurge, rejected by a lady, sprinkled her clothes, in church, with an extract made 
from a hot and salt bitch:  
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All the dogs in church came running, big and little, laying out their 
yards and pissing all over her…  A tall greyhound bepissed her head; 
some her sleeves and others her crupper; the little ones pissed on her 
pattens.  Panurge laughed and said to a lord of the city:  "I think that 
lady is in heat, or has been covered lately by a greyhound."  Then he 
left... and wherever he saw dogs in the street, he would give them a 
kick and say:  "Get along!  Join your fellows, in the devil's name."  

 
43) Bronzino, c. 1546, Exposure of Luxury, National Gallery, London; + V 

details 
 
 The comic-tragic cleavage has mostly ruled the stage.  Yet Bronzino's Allegory of 
Cupid, Venus, and Time, sometimes called the "Exposure of Luxury," is a comic picture, 
applying the heroic mythology of Raphael and Michelangelo in a Mannerism of fancy 
play — as in the court comedy of Lyly:  
 

Cupid and my Campaspe played  
At cards for kisses; Cupid paid.  

 
Though there was no such brilliance of Cupid-lust in English until heroic Dryden toyed 
with it:  
 

He showed her his arrow, and bid her not fear,  
For the pain was no more than a maiden may bear;  
When the balm was infused, she was not at a loss  
What they meant by their sighing and kissing so close;  
 By their praying and whining,  
 And clasping and twining,  
 And panting and wishing  
 And sighing and kissing,  
 And sighing and kissing so close.  

 
a44) School of Leonardo, c. 1505, Leda and the Swan, Borghese Gal., Rome  
b44) Titian, 1559, Rape of Europa, Isabella S. Gardner Museum, Boston  
44) Tintoretto, 1550, Vulcan, Venus, Mars, Alte Pinakothek, Munich (CGB '59); 

+ V details, then again the whole 
 
 The revived mythologies of Poliziano, Ariosto, and the rest prompt the visual.  
Marlowe, of Venus' temple in Sestos:  
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There might you see the gods in sundrie shapes,  
Committing headdie ryots, incest, rapes;  
For know, that underneath this radiant floure  
Was Danaes statue in a brazen tower,  
Jove slylie stealing from his sisters bed,  
To dallie with Idalian Ganimed,  
And for his love Europa bellowing loud,  
And tumbling with the rainbow in a cloud:  
Blood-quaffing Mars heaving the yron net,  
Which limping Vulcan and his Cyclops set… 

 
In the Venetians such scenes range from the tragic, through high romance, to this comic 
Tintoretto:  Vulcan reflected in the mirror like an old woman, inspects the Venereal 
premises, while Cupid feigns sleep, and the phallic helmet of Mars pokes from under the 
bed.  
 

Music: Vicentino, c. 1571, close of Petrarch "Passa la nave," Bach, Guild 
HM 34 SD  

 
a45) G. Arcimboldo, 1570(?), The Summer, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wien  
45) Arcimboldo, 1560-70, Water (fishy-face), Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wien; 

+ V detail  
V45a) Arcimboldo, 1563, Winter, (head of a gnarled tree), same museum  
 
 In the deepening value crisis of the late century, even comedy and pastoral darken; 
while mocking experiments — Arcimboldo's heads formed of vegetables or of fish — 
accompany the chromatic upheaval of music:  Vicentino.          
(end Vicentino)  
 
 In Bruno, the hermetic fury of magic swells with modern science, a cauldron of 
the tragic and grotesque.  Of all Renaissance plays, his Candellaio is the weirdest, fuzing 
the visionary  
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46) An. Carracci, c. 1585, The Bean Eater, Colonna Gal., Rome  
46a) Rubens, 1612-15, Toilet of Venus, Vaduz-Lichtenstein Collection; + V detail 
46b) Rubens, 1608(?), detail of Sampson and Dalilah, National Gallery, London 

(video repeats 46, The Bean Eater)  
 
with the brute physicality which in this early Carracci looks to the Baroque.  Carubina is 
to meet with her old candlemaker, he taking her in the dark for the mistress he thinks he 
has charmed; she plots it all:  
 

I'll come on hot with kisses like a bear.  When I gnaw his cheeks, you'll 
hear him yell in the next room.  "My heart, my life," I'll say; "soft, or 
we'll be overheard..."  
 I'll get his tongue between my teeth and bite until he screams some 
more.  "O love, O sweetheart," I'll whisper, "passion drives me wild."  
 I'll pretend to want him before we go to bed, get him ready, egg 
him on; but before the King of Glory can come in, 1'11 squeeze his 
root and cullions like wringing out a wash, and pant:  "My own, to 
have you in my hands."  
 When you hear him howl the third time — and I'll twist until he 
howls — then come into the room, all of you, with lights; and we'll 
see.  (CGB) 

 
 Against the diabolic grossening which would lead to Ben Jonson:  
 

Sirrah, I'll strip you — What to do?  Lick figs out at my — 
 
47) G. Lytens, c. 1617, Winter Scene, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wien (CGB 

'59); + V details 
V47a) Same, Another winter scene, Aachen Gallery (CGB '74) 
V47b) Roeland Savery, 1610, Mountain Landscape with Woodcutters, Kunst-

historisches Museum, Wien (CGB '59); + V detail  
47c) Jan Brueghel, 1599, Little Bouquet in a Clay Jar, close detail, Kunst-

historisches Museum, Wien  
47d) Brueghel, 1609, Harbor City, Alte Pinak., Munich (CGB '59); + V detail 
 
angel make-believe enwreathes The Tempest and The Winter's Tale, fills art with nature-
love (Lyten's Gypsy snow-pleasures, romantic as Huck Finn), spins the lute arabesques of 
Dowland's incomparable fantasies.  
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Music: Dowland, c. 1610(?), Fantasy, (Bream) beginning and end, RCA 
V LDS 2656  

 
a48) H. Goltzius, 1604, Venus, Bacchus, Ceres, etc., Hermitage, Leningrad  
b48) J. de Gheyn, c. 1590(?), Mother and Child studying drawing book, Print 

Room, Staatliche Museen, Berlin  
48) H. Avercamp, c. 1615(?), Storm on the Coast, Berlin-Dahlem Mus., Berlin; 

first, a video detail 
V48a) Rubens, c. 1632(?), Homecoming from the Fields, Pitti, Firenze  
V48b) Frans Hals, c. 1622, A Couple in a Garden, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam  
 
 In Bacon, Gilbert, Harvey, reasoned exuberance proliferates observational 
science.  The later novel, Dickens and all, lurks in the melodrama of humors.  In the 
neglected sketches of 1600, Golzius, de Gheyn, Velvet Brueghel, this Avercamp, man 
walks the animate stage of earth, winds, and waters.           (end 

Dowland)  
 
49) J. Jordeans, 1638, The King Drinks, Royal Museum, Brussels; first, a video 

detail 
49a) J. Jordeans, c. 1640, The Feast of the Bean King, close detail, 

Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wien  
 
 In Rubens and his school (this Jordeans' "The King Drinks") myth riots in the 
physical.  So drunkenness on the English stage thickens from Iago's "Potations pottle 
deep" and Anthony's "Cup us till the world go round," to that Heywood carouse where 
revellers take the house for a ship tossed by storm:  
 

To cast their lading overboard...  
All fall to work, and hoist into the street...  
Stools, tables, trestles, trenchers, bedsteads, cups,  
Pots, plate and glasses; here a fellow whistles,  
They take him for the boatswain; one lies struggling  
Upon the floor, as if he swum for life;  
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A third takes the bass-viol for the cockboat,  
Sits in the belly on't, labours and rows,  
His oar the stick with which the fiddler played...  

 
50) G. Honthorst, c. 1625-30, Merry Flea-Hunt, Öffentliche Sammlung, Basel  
50a) G. Honthorst, 1625, The Procuress, detail, Central Mus., Utrecht; 

+ closer V detail 
V50b) Rembrandt, 1646, French Bed, Amsterdam  
50c) Again 50, Merry Flea-Hunt, detail  
 
 Jonsonian comedy points again and again to the northern Caravaggiesque.  
Honthorst's Merry Flea-Hunt reaches from the joking lust of Falstaff:  "She's neither fish 
nor flesh, a man knows not where to have her," to Otway's Sir Jolly Jumble, old pimp-
voyeur:  
 

My Ganymede!... She's thine, boy... plump, soft, smooth, wanton!  Ah 
rogue!.. here's shoulders... here's a leg... I will kiss thee ; ha, ha, he, 
he... a toad...  
 
 Odd, I love... to see a pretty wench and a young fellow touze and 
rouze and frouze and mouze... faith dearly!... I'll pimp for thee, dear 
heart; and shan't I hold the door?  shan't 1 peep, ha?... if thou hadst her 
in thy arms now between a pair of sheets, and I under the bed to see 
fair play, boy... gemini!... there would be doings!  O lawd, 1 under the 
bed!  (Enter whores) .... Bubbies!  Oh, law, there's bubbies — odd, I'll 
bite 'em... Tickle me a little Jenny — do!  he he, he he!  

 
51) Poussin, c. 1629-30, Nymph carried by satyr, Gallery, Cassel; + V details  
 
 Even moral Spenser had played the wag with satyrs — when old Malbecco finds 
his wife among them:  
 

Nine times he heard him come aloft ere day,  
That all his hart with gealosie did swell.  

 
Even elegiac Poussin shows such a nymph as Beaumont sends into the woods in his play 
otherwise called The Faithful Shepherdess:  
 

From one danger I am free;  
No man on earth can ravish me —  
I am so willing. . .  
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The haste of the fruit-bearer, the white flesh on brown, the turnabout play on riding, the 
drape between the satyr's legs, like a Shakespearean pun, the cupids, voyeurs surely, like 
Sir Jolly — yet beside the later erotica of Boucher or Fragonard, this holds the heroic 
vein.  
 
a52) J. Steen, 1650-60(?), The Poultry Yard, detail, Mauritshuis, The Hague  
b52) Le Nain Brothers, 1645(?), Peasant Family, whole, Louvre, Paris (this video 

whole yields in the slide show to peasant and wife; plus video: woman to 
the left, from Vb52; woman, far left, from V52a; and man, right of center, 
from V52b) 

 
 In England realistic comedy is cut off by the Puritan closure of the stage; though 
the genre equivalent in painting flourished in Calvinist Holland through much of the 
century.  In France the peasant realism of the Le Nain brothers parallels that liveliest 
ingredient of Molière — thus at the opening of The Mock Doctor, Sganarel's fight with 
his wife, and the backfiring intervention of a neighbor — she:  "Why do you stick your 
nose in? Suppose I want to be beaten?"  But to approximate the style condition of 
Molière, that wonderfully articulated folk stem must be engrafted with a noble scion —  
 
Va53) French Renaissance, 1518-27, Chateau d'Azay-Le-Rideau, Indre et Loire 
53) French Renaissance, 1519 ff., Chateau de Chambord; first, video detail 
 

Music: Attaignant, 1529, Tant que vivray, lute, Turnabout TV- 34137S  
 
the courtly splendor growing in Royalist France since the Renaissance Chateau de 
Chambord, or the lute songs and dances of Attaignant.  But the 150 years from this 
Francis' hunting lodge on the Loire, 

(fade Attaignant)  
 
54) Le Vau and others, 1669-85, Garden Façade, Palace of Versailles  
54a) Same, corner view; with video return to a detail of 54  
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Music: Le Sage de Richée, pub. 1695, Lute Ouverture, Turnabout TV-
34137S  

 
to Louis XIV's Versailles, swells airy Renaissance to the heroic assertions of Baroque.  
And even within the limits of the musing lute, as played by the same performer, the 
passage from 1529, to Le Sage de Richée, 1695, loads the chords with grandeur.  (fade Le 

Sage de Richée)  
 
 How much more when the orchestra of Lully took up the orgulous overture —  
 

Music: Lully, 1675, from Thesée Overture, (slow, fast) from Col. M-376  
 
a55) Same, interior, Ambassadors' Staircase, Versailles  
55) Le Vau, Mansart, Le Brun, 1668-79, ceiling of Salon de Venus, Versailles 

(CGB '59); + V detail  
V55a) Le Brun, c. 1650-61, detail of ceiling fresco, Galerie d'Hercule, Hotel 

Lambert, Paris  
 

as in those royal apartments by Le Vau, Mansart and LeBrun, where the whole life of the 
King, among heaped geometries, wreathed and stuffed with precedents of power, became 
a state display.  
 
 But the very structure of the French Overture opposes to the majesty of the 
opening grave  
 
56) Le Brun, 1663-75, Tapestry, Louis XIV visits the Gobelin factory, Versailles 

(CGB '59); + V details, return to whole, and a closer left detail  
 

a faster moving section of fugal play, as if we had gone from the embattled virtu  of 
Corneille to Molière's ingenious toyings in the high costumed mode:  
 

THE STAGE OF THE ROYAL THEATRE AT VERSAILLES  
 

Molière (alone):   
Come along, ladies and gentlemen.  Why don't you come out?  The 
devil take your delay… You'll drive me mad.  

Actor:   
It's you who'll drive us mad.  We don't know our parts, so what are we 
to do?  

Molière (Towards Louis XIV): 
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Well, the king won't be here for two hours, let's rehearse and see if we 
can hit on something.     

(end Lully) 
Or among the tapestries glorifying the reign, turned to this one where Le Brun leads the 
Grand Monarch to see the Gobelin works.  So Dryden passes from The Conquest of 
Granada to Marriage à la Mode —  
 

Why should a foolish marriage vow,  
Which long ago was made,  
Oblige us to each other now,  
When passion is decayed? —  

 
without abandoning the stance of the beau monde.  
 
57) Le Brun, 1663-75, Tapestry, Louis XIV at Dunkerque, Versailles (CGB '59)  
57a) Same, detail, left (from CGB ‘59 Larger Declaration 39)  
 

Music: Lully, 1675, Thesée, Marche des Sacrificateurs, Col. M. 376  
 
 And even when the king, mounted on Bernini's horse of Constantine, appears at 
the siege of Dunkerque — as in that Dryden heroic Conquest:  
 

Heaven has not destined you so soon to rest:  
Heroes must live to succour the distrest...  
 
Into the press of clashing swords we'll go,  
And, where the darts fly thickest, seek the foe —  

 
the royal claim so curls with irony, we might wonder if the last courtier to the left were 
not the admired original of Lord Foppington.  
 
58) Le Brun, 1665-80, Tapestry, detail, Crowning of Louis XIV, Les Gobelins, 

Paris (here video adds a closer detail of 57a, above) 
 
 How can the honnête homme  in all his formal nobility, but walk the tight-rope of 
Molière's Misanthrope between unmannered bluntness and sauve hypocrisy? — an 
argument Wycherley would stuff with English life and color:   
 

Lord Plausible:   
If I did say or do an ill thing to anybody, it should be sure to be behind 
their backs, out of pure good manners...  
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Manly:   

And if I would say or do ill to any, it should be to their faces... Why 
should a man be troubled with the flattery of knaves if he be not a fool 
or cully; or with the fondness of fools, if he be not a knave or cheat?  

 
Va59) F.L. Juvarra, 1729-33, Stupinigi, through the gate, Palace near Turin  
59) French, c. 1690, Painted Fan, The Ball (Le Loir, Histoire du Costume)  
 
 We are particularizing an axiom of historical change, that the polarity which sets 
Baroque grandeur against Rococo play must be structurally bedded in both styles; as this 
1690 ball in the baroque salon thins toward the Mozartean ironies which would bring 
down the curtain on the Ancien Régime.  In music the rift is bridged by the foremost 
composer, François, the great Couperin, whose Third Lesson of Tenebrae, amplified in its 
first festal recording,  
 
For Va60) Mansart, 1699-1710, Royal Chapel, Apse, from courtyard, Versailles (a 

detail previewed from 2nd a60, below) 
60) Mansart, Coypel, etc., 1699-1710, interior of Chapel at Versailles  
 
culminates the French Baroque — such a "Jerusalem, Jerusalem, convertere ad 
Dominum Deum Tuum,"  as Bossuet preached in this Versailles Chapel, to the admiration 
of the court he served next to God:  
 

Behold!  Columns that lift to the sky the boast of our nothingness…  
 
Voila... des colonnes qui semblent vouloir porter jusqu'au ciel le 
magnifique témoignage de nôtre néant...  

 
2nd 59) Again, Painted Fan; + V detail 
 
Yet Couperin launches the closing great Jerusalem fugue from a skipping confession of 
weakness, as if some salon lady, waving such a fan as this, had fluttered "the liquefaction 
of her clothes".  
 

Music: Couperin le Grand. 1714, Third Tenebrae Service, V-1235-6, from 
"de qua non poter surgere"   to close  

 
2nd a60) Again, Royal Chapel, exterior, Apse (video:  closer detail only) 
V2nd 60) Again, Interior of Chapel at Versailles (detail of 60, above) 
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61) Versailles Chapel, lower nave and choir (CGB '59); with V details 
62) Same, upper row of columns and apse (CGB '59); first V detail  
63) Same, vault, with Coypel painting (CGB '59); video: details only, below 

and above, then a return to the apse painting, detail of 62, above 
(end Tenebrae)  

 
 From Coypel's heroic religiosity, 
 
64) Watteau, 1716, Les Deux Cousines, Marquis de Ganay, Paris; + V detail  
 
to the frail dream of Watteau, seems to crowd into the fewest years a centennial 
demarcation.  
 

Music: Couperin le Grand, c.1715-20, from Les Folies Françaises, 2nd 
through 5th (Landowska), Couperin Society  

 
But Couperin found no difficulty in going from the Lamentations of Jeremiah to the most 
precious miniatures on the Follies of France — like Watteau's little canvases, plaintive 
diversions of the Regency.  
 
65) Watteau, 1720-21, Judgment of Paris, Louvre, Paris; + V detail    (Folies 3) 
 
 In Watteau a Rubens Judgment of Paris turns to a parody in the vein of Pope:  
 

"To arms, to arms!" the fierce virago cries,  
And swift as lightning to the combat flies...  
(So when bold Homer sets the gods in arms,  
Towered Olympus rings with loud alarms).  

 
66) Watteau, 1718(?), The Music Party, Wallace Collection, London   (Folies 4) 
V66a) Same, detail of musician  
 
 Yet whatever the loss and longing of these deft ironies, in space and person they 
cling to the noble norm; instruct us that the death of the Grand Monarch and waste of 
heroic war ("It was a famous victory") drove the thinnest wedge into the confidence of the 
West.  
 
For 1st 67) Watteau, 1717, Gathering under an Arcade, right section, Dulwich 

College, London, which video replaces with three details       (Folies 5) 
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 In The Rape of the Lock — 
 

Hither the heroes and the nymphs resort,  
To taste a while the pleasures of a court;  
In various talk th' instructive hours they pass'd,  
Who gave the ball, or paid the visit last;  
One speaks the glory of the British Queen,  
And one describes a charming Indian screen;  
A third interprets motions, looks and eyes;  
At every word a reputation dies —  

 
that derision celebrates Augustan values.     (Cut Folies) 
 
1st 68) Watteau, c. 1718(?), Gilles, Louvre, Paris  
 
 In the "Essay on Man", our Pascalian paradox —  
 

The glory, jest, and riddle of the world —  
 
meets Leibnitzian surety:  
 

And spite of pride, in erring reason's spite,  
One truth is clear, whatever is, is right.  

 
2nd 67) Again, Gathering under an Arcade, whole; + V details 
2nd 67a) Same, detail of dancing to the left 
 
 Watteau's wigs, robes, poses, this Baroque arch and piers, still voice what we 
would hear if we could freeze the full chords of Couperin's music — as indeed we almost 
do in his Passacaille "Vanity of Human Wishes".  
 

Music: Couperin, c. 1717, Passacaille (from 1st into 3rd Refrain), 
(Landowska) Couperin Society Album  

 
 It is hard to decide whether Congreve's last refinement of manners in his 1700 
Way of the World, has crossed the Watteau divide:       
          (1st Couplet)  
 

Mrs. Millamant:   
I won't be called names after I'm married; positively I won't be called 
names. 
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 Mirabell:   
Names! 
Ay, as wife, spouse, my dear, joy, jewel, love, sweetheart, and the rest 
of that nauseous cant, in which men and their wives are so fulsomely 
familiar... let us be very strange and well-bred; let us be as strange as if 
we had been married a great while; and as well bred as if we were not 
married at all...  

 
Va2nd 68) Watteau, Gilles, with frame (CGB '80); + V detail  
2nd 68a) Same, closer detail               (2nd Couplet) 
 
 But when the dowager Duchess of Marlborough, after Congreve's death in 1728, 
had a wax effigy of him made to sit by her at table, and the better to suggest the gouty 
genius, let the feet be regularly blistered and annointed by his doctor, that was comedy in 
the new mode of Watteau's Gilles, of Marivaux and Sterne, an overplaying of le sentiment 
du coeur.      (fade Passacaille)  
 
a69) Wrenn, 1664-69, Sheldonian, detail, Oxford (CGB '59) 
69) Sir Peter Lely, c. 1650-55, Henry Sydney, Penshurst, England  
69a) Giacomo del Po, c. 1690, Expulsion, detail of The Fall, Metropolitan 

Museum, NYC (CGB '74) 
 

Music: Henry Purcell, c. 1685, Canzona, Golden Sonata, Purcell Society 
Album  

 
 In England as in France, the 17th-century Baroque, by its brisk facility of 
command, enacts the soul of comedy.  Thus Lely's Henry Sidney, or the Canzona of 
Purcell's Golden Sonata.  Is the delight of precise imitation a comic delight? (fade Purcell) 
The canon, anyway, was the form taken by Purcell and the Restoration for the lusty catch:  
"Adam caught Eve by the furbelow/ And that's the oldest catch we know."  
 
a70) English late Baroque (Sir John Vanbrugh) 1705-22, Blenheim Palace, SW 

view, Oxfordshire; + V detail  
b70) Same, detail of North Court (CGB '84)  
70) Same, North Court through iron gate (CGB '84)  
70a) Same, a darker detail (CGB '84)  
V70b) Same, a variant detail (CGB '84) 
 

Music: Lully, 1668, Overture to George Dandin (Le Grand Divertissement 
Royal de Versailles); Musical Heritage Society 704  
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 From Versailles, the Lully Overture — Grave  and Allegro — spread over Europe, 
like all the Sun-King assertions of architecture, dress, reason, statecraft, war.  So when 
Vanbrugh, playwright and architect, came to design for the Duke of Marlborough the 
most heroic mansion in England, how could his genius not yoke those perennial steeds of 
comedy, fat and lean — ostentation and ironic wit?  (allegro) With what repartee the 
north gate, with its iron curls and gilded sharp flower-flames, pricks the swelling vaunts 
of the wide-winged court.  Was not Vanbrugh, maker of Lord Foppington and Tunbelly 
Clumsy, to break off his unfinished Journey to London (and his life) with the lurid 
awakening of Sir Francis Headpeice:  
 

— ...And why will you be in a passion, Sir Francis?  
— Because I came here to breakfast with my Lady (Arabella)... 

expecting to find my family set round a civil table with her, upon 
some plumb-cake, hot rolls, and a cup of strong beer; instead of 
which, I find these good women staying their stomachs with a box 
and dice, and that man there, with the strange periwig, making a 
hearty meal upon my wife and daughter.  

 
Va71) J. Thornhill, c. 1710, etc., upper section of 71, used here for two close video 

details 
71) J. Thornhill, c. 1710, Painted Hall Ceiling, Former Naval Hospital, 

Greenwich (slide show:  whole; video:  upper half only)  
71a) I. Jones, (Wrenn and others), 1616 ff. and 1694 ff., The Queen's House, 

Naval Hospital, etc., from the Thames, Greenwich, London (CGB from 
Milton Vb42) 

V71b) Ch. Le Brun 2nd half of the 17th cent., Gobelins Tapestry, The Elements: 
Water, as restored by Colbert, Gobelins Mus., Paris (here video first shows 
the whole of Thornhill's Painted Ceiling 

71c) Hawker, c. 1680-85, Charles II, National Portrait Gallery, London (video:  
upper half only) 

V71d) Kneller, c. 1706, John Churchill, lst Duke of Marlborough, Nat. Port. Gal., 
London  

71e) Again, Thornhill's Ceiling, lower detail  
 

Music: Purcell, 1689, Overture, Dido and Aeneas, l'Oiseau-Lyre, 50216  
 
 When Thornhill in the Great Hall ceiling at Blenheim, or in this of the Greenwich 
Naval Hospital, exalts the conquering England of William and Mary, who can 
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unscramble Homeric epic from Battle of the Frogs?  Does it match the Grave  of Purcell's 
Dido Overture, with the Dryden "Year of Wonders" where Pope began?  
 

The time shall come, when free as seas or wind  
Unbounded Thames shall flow for all mankind,  
Whole nations enter with each swelling tide,  
And seas but join the regions they divide.  

(Music:  Allegro)  
 
 Or is it the rush and edged wit of the succeeding allegro — the Dryden Swift 
belittles in the "Battle of the Books"?  
 

the helmet nine times too large for the head, which appeared situate far 
in the hinder parts... like a shrivelled beau, from within the penthouse 
of a modern periwig.  

 
With the takeoff on War, in A Tale of a Tub?  
 

the true foundation of grandeur and heroism... necessary to establish 
subordination... as also to purge bodies politic of gross humours...  

 
72) W. Hogarth, 1743, Marriage a la Mode II, Breakfast, National Gallery, 

London; + V details 
 
 In England as in France the fugue fiercens as peanut virtue rattles in the great 
shell: — Hogarth's "Morning After the Party" in the spendthrift mansion of Marriage a la 
Mode, Swift's Modest Proposal for maintaining the destitute of Ireland:       
(fade Dido)  
 

I have been assured by a very knowing American... that a young 
healthy child well nursed is at a year old a most delicious, nourishing, 
and wholesome food, whether stewed, roasted, baked or boiled... I 
grant this food will be somewhat dear, and therefore very proper for 
landlords, who, as they have already devoured most of the parents, 
seem to have the best title to the children...  
 
 This would... increase the care and tenderness of mothers toward 
their children... Men would become as fond of their wives during the 
time of their pregnancy as they now are of their mares in foal... nor 
offer to beat or kick them (as is too frequent a practice) for fear of a 
miscarriage...  
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73) French Engraving, 17th cent., "Monkey-Shines," Abbé de Marolles 
Collection  

V73a) Huet, 1760(?), Mural from Salon des Singes, detail, Chantilly, France (here 
video returns to a detail of 73, "Monkey-Shines") 

V73b) Callot, 1631, Siege of La Rochelle, detail, British Museum, London  
V73c) Callot 1631, Siege of the Isle of Ré, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wien  
73d) Callot, c. 1633, from the Miseries of War: Plundering a Large Farmhouse, 

left detail 
V73e) Same, right detail (here video returns to another detail of 73, "Monkey-

Shines")  
 

 The ironic masque of manners had inevitably hit on the court-mockery of 
monkey-shines, as in this French engraving, good-humored as Molière.  There is a card 
game of Monkey belles at Chantilly, and Chardin did several versions of the Ape-
antiquary.  But as the rift widened between the façade of divine right and the stink of 
world wrong, Swift, in "hatred, disgust and contempt," turned the whole "execrable crew" 
into dung-flinging Yahoos:  
 

I gave [my Houyhnhnm master] a description of cannons, culverins, 
muskets... pistols... battles, sieges... plundering, stripping, ravishing, 
burning and destroying... He said whoever understood the nature of the 
Yahoos might easily believe it possible for so vile an animal to be 
capable of every action I had named, if their strength and cunning 
equaled their malice.  But... it gave him a disturbance in his mind, to 
which he was wholly a stranger before.  

 
It is this disturbance which tells us that corrective comedy has swung to something 
lacerative, an abhorrence destructive of the good it reached for.  
 
Va74) Magnasco, c. 1720-30, Storm Scene with Fleeing Monks, lower detail, 

Brera, Milan (note: videos before ‘94/5, use for Vb74 &c74 a CGB 
foreground of Vd74) 

Vb74) Magnasco, c. 1730(?), Monks' Library, J. Brass Collection, Venice 
c74) Same, 1730-40, Interrogation, Kunstinstitut, Frankfort am Main  
Vd74) Magnasco, c. 1735(?), Landscape with Figures, upper detail, National 

Gallery, Dublin (CGB '74) 
74) Magnasco, 1712(?), Punchinello Playing the Guitar, Gatti-Casazza 

Collection, Venice; + V detail (cf. V74a)  
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Music: Domenico Scarlatti, c. 1730(?), Sonata in F Minor, (Landowska) 

Society Album  
 
 We minimized the rift opened in France by the Baroque debacle.  In Swift it 
strikes deeper, undermining the exuberance which still exalts the style.  And in the 
weirdly lighted satires of Magnasco, (North Italian, early 18th century) forms are 
wrenched in a violence as darkly radical as the savage indignation of Swift.  We have 
related it before to the chromatic fury of Domenico Scarlatti.  No doubt these are comic 
arts (with the possible exception of Bach's Passions, tragedy was the lack and failure of 
the age), but it is a comedy of Storm and Stress, seeded with the bitterness of what would 
later be called "La Comedie humaine".          (end Scarlatti)  
 
Va75) Piranesi, 1743-45, Le Carceri X, 1st State, Nat. Gal., Washington, D.C.  
Vb75) Same, XI, 2nd State (pub. 1761) 
75) Same, XIV, 2nd State, National Gallery, Washington, D.C.   
V75a) Same, detail  
75b) Piranesi, 1743-61, Carceri X, 2nd State, detail of Chained Captives, 

National Gallery, Washington, D.C.  (cf. Va75) 
75c) Blake, c. 1795, Visions of the Daughters of Albion, Frontispiece Tate 

Gallery, London; + V detail  
 

Music: Alessandro Scarlatti, c. 1710(?), lst movement, close, Concerto 
Grosso in F Minor, Telefunken 89-80059  

 
 And what Pascalian vertigo of the young Piranesi would seize exactly on the 
vaultings of spatial command to exhibit, in his mid-century Prisons, the rational order of 
the phenomenal gone from Cartesian glory to nightmare bondage? — a doom here sprung 
upon us by a contradiction:  that the two great piers to the left are joined by an arch which 
must hold the plane of the picture, though we see it reaching back in space.  
 
 And already in Alessandro Scarlatti (Domenico's father), the fugue, Baroque 
structure of reason affirmed, flexes with menace,  

(fade Alessandro Scarlatti)  
 

Music: William Friedemann Bach, c. 1750(?), from Sinfonia for 2 Flutes 
and Strings, Fugue, MHS 3474   
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to become, in the moodiest of Bach's sons, Wilhelm Friedemann, almost the battleground 
late Mozart and Beethoven would make of it.  
 
 Between the first state of this engraving and the second, Blake was born, to cry 
the skull caves of space and time — Blake, too, trained on satire — 1784:  
 

Ha ha ha said Inflammable Gass, [Voltaire] was the glory of France — 
I have got a bottle of air that would spread a plague...  

 
76) Fr. Boucher, 1752, Reclining Girl, Alte Pinakothek, München; + V detail  
V76a) Rubens, 1636-40, Diana and Nymphs Surprised by Satyrs, Kaiser Friedrich 

Museum, Berlin; + V detail  
 
 In that ferment, for salon France to go on refining more sensuous provacations in 
the courtly mode, comedy sliding over into Casanovan Memoirs — this Luise Murphy on 
her belly, so disposed as to suggest the addition of a succubent king, a picture in which 
Boucher pimped for Louis XV, who took the bait, and the mistress — how that 
confrontation delayed fosters the explosion of '89, the terror of '93. 

(fade W.F. Bach)  
 

 Sex has always seemed our funniest attribute.  The Fontaine-Congreve fable of an 
impossible task for the devil, to straighten a ringlet curl, could not be so diverting if the 
hair in question were not "A tendril of the Ciprian vine/ Shade of the labyrinth of love."  
But sexuality itself does not make high comedy; it must be caught up in a godhead 
mocked and believed.  
 
77) Double: [A] Gainsborough, c. 1760(?), Lady Innes, Frick Collection, NYC; 

and [B] Greuze, 1760(?), Broken Pitcher, Louvre, Paris (video uses only 
singles and details:  see video file, A and B of V77)  

V77a) Blake, 1794 (copy of 1826), Songs of Experience, 39, “The Sick Rose,” 
Library of Congress 

 
 In Gainsborough's England middle-class humanity assumes the formal robes.  
From Addison's Sir Roger to Fielding's loveable Fanny and Joseph, Sophie and Tom 
Jones, with Parson Adams and the rest (on the angel side of the Christian smile), a new 
nature softens toward the geniality of Goldsmith's She Stoops to Conquer.  But in such 
complicity with the mocked Lady Boobies, Tow-wowses, cheats and hypocrits (heirs to 
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the devil-strain of grinning possibility) that the Enlightened rose-garden knocks under, as 
in the Greuze Broken Pitcher, to the spouting Faustian lion.  (Blake)  
 

O Rose thou art sick.  
The invisible worm  
That flies in the night  
In the howling storm:  
 
Has found out thy bed  
Of crimson joy… 

 
78) Pietro Longhi, 1751, The Rhinoceros, Ca' Rezzonico, Venice; first, three video 

details  
 

 In Venice from mid-century, the thinning masquerade of high style barely hints at 
the volcanic buildup of what Blake would have called "the Antediluvians who are our 
Energies."  Though surely that master of symbol would have recognized Longhi's 
Rhinoceros, under the dividing barrier of consciousness, as the great suppressed Behe-
moth of Job, gawked at by the puppets of empty dress, while the managing barker 
brandishes the cut-off phallic horn, long famous as a drug of aphrodisiac power.  
 
 Thus, over a Europe as international as ever before or after, the comedy of 
manners — Goldoni in this Venice, Beaumarchais in France, Lessing's Minna in 
Germany, in England Sheridan's brittle take-offs on the genteel —  
 
79) Goya, 1791-92, La Boda, detail, Prado, Madrid (for which video substitutes 

Va79, La Boda, whole) 
79a) Goya, c. 1798-1805, The Naked Maja and The Clothed Maja, Prado, Madrid 

(by video numbering b, c, and d79:  first single details, then double.  Here 
video inserts 79, Goya, La Boda, detail, as V79)  

79b) Goya, 1777, Dance on the Banks of the River Manzanares, Prado, Madrid (by 
video numbering 79a) 

 

or in the art of Spain this Goya cartoon of mismarriage — everywhere that comedy yields, 
like the Bastile, to the revolution of nature and heart.  In Blake's reversal of Heaven and 
Hell, it is from the burning infinite of creative desire that Reason's establishment has 
distrained its goods.  Its "Messiah fell & formed a heaven of what he stole from the 
Abyss."  A rape the original sadist, Marquis de Sade, deviantly applied in his erotica, 
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Justine 1791, Julliette 1792 — de Sade, called ''the freest spirit...in the most imprisoned 
body."  
 
 While Mozart closes Don Giovanni, after the hero's demise, with a chorus of the 
"good little people" singing the customary sweet song.  
 

Music: Mozart, 1787, Don Giovanni, from the closing chorus, Angel 3605 
(or London A4406)  

 
But how thin and posed the morality of reason has become. (fade Mozart)  If, in this 
comedy of outbreak, exuberance and mockery have fused as in the Renaissance, it is 
under a reversal of sign.  Molière's corrected good has dwindled to the trivial mask;  
 
Va80) Goya, 1788, St Francis of Borgia at the Deathbed of an Impenitent, version 

in the Cathedral of Valencia, whole 
b80) Goya, 1788, same subject, in the fiercer oil sketch, Marquesa de Santa Cruz 

(slide show:  whole; video:  detail only) 
80) Goya, 1815-24, Disparate Desenfrenado, engraving (Proverbs 10), Prado, 

Madrid; + V details 
80a) Picasso, 1934, The Minotaur, drawing, S.W. Labrot, Jr., Hobe Sound, 

Florida  
 

Music: Mozart, 1787, Don Giovanni, Close of the Hell-descent, Angel 3605 (or 
London A4406)  

 
while the excess once castigated, now in flaming reach and fall, flaunts a passionate 
banner.  Even in Goya's Proverb of "Unbridled Folly," where lust reverts to the oldest 
centaur radical of the horse — as Lear said:  "The fitchew nor the soiled horse goes to it 
with a more riotous appetite" — the old irony swirls in the modern ambivalence.  Thus in 
Don Giovanni, before the manikins usurp the stage, Dionysian eruption in the formal 
house of cards has affirmed the cry of Blake:  
 

Energy is the only life and is from the Body, and Reason is the bound 
or outward circumference of energy...  

 
 What the outcome is to be, Faust and Nietzsche have left our time to discover.  
      (end of Damnation)  
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